Federated search links multiple search engines into a single, virtual search system. Most prior research of federated search focused on selecting search engines that have the most relevant contents, but ignored the retrieval effectiveness of individual search engines. This omission can cause serious problems when federating search engines of different qualities. This paper proposes a federated search technique that uses utility maximization to model the retrieval effectiveness of each search engine in a federated search environment. The new algorithm ranks the available resources by explicitly estimating the amount of relevant material that each resource can return, instead of the amount of relevant material that each resource contains. An extensive set of experiments demonstrates the effectiveness of the new algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Federated Search, also known as distributed information retrieval [3, 6, 14] searches information that cannot be accessed by conventional search engines such as Google or AltaVista by linking search engines of resources that contain this type of information. Federate search includes three sub-problems: i) information about the contents of each resource must be acquired (resource description) [3, 9, 16] ; ii) a set of resources must be selected for search (resource selection) [7, 8, 15, 16, 18] ; and iii) after results have been returned from selected resources, the results must be merged into a single ranked list (results merging) [3, 17] .
The solution of federated search is highly influenced by different environment characteristics. In this paper, we focus on uncooperative environments such as Web or wide area network, which contain multiple types of independent, non-cooperative resources. Many applications fall into this type of environment such as the QProber [10] system which supports browsing and searching of hidden Web resources, or the federated search solution for FedStats portal [5] which provides a single interface to multiple Web sites of government agencies.
One practical problem that should be addressed in federated search solution of uncooperative environment is that search engines of some resources may not be effective and return very few of their relevant documents. These search engines may use ineffective retrieval methods such as the Boolean retrieval algorithm [1] . They may choose good retrieval algorithms but still suffer from bad retrieval parameter setting such as bad smoothing parameter in the language model retrieval algorithm [19] . Even if they use effective retrieval algorithms and choose good parameters at the early stage of system development, these parameters may become worse and worse when more and more documents with different characteristics are added into the system. Ineffective search engines exist in real world applications like the Boolean retrieval engine of the PubMed 1 Web site. Some other examples are the ineffective search engines linked by FedStats portal [5] that return unranked/(randomly ranked) results, or return many documents that do not exist, as in the case of broken links.
In this paper we propose a new algorithm to incorporate the factor of retrieval effectiveness of search engines into federated search framework. Our new algorithm measures the effectiveness of search engines by: i) sending a small number of training queries to retrieve documents from available resources; and ii) investigating the consistency between the ranked lists of individual search engines and the lists generated by an effective centralized retrieval algorithm on the returned documents. The behavior of how each search engine ranks its documents can be learned from the above steps. Then, in the resource selection phase, resources are ranked by both considering how many relevant documents they may contain and how effectively each search engine has ranked its returned documents in the past. This is accomplished by formalizing the resource selection procedure as an optimization problem that maximizes the amount of relevant documents to return.
Empirical study was conducted on several testbeds and several search algorithms with different characteristics to show the advantage of the new research over prior research that did not consider retrieval effectiveness of search engines. It provides more accurate results than the state-of-the-art algorithms when some search engines are not effective, and is at least as effective as the prior solutions when all the search engines are effective.
Detailed analysis shows that the advantage of the new research comes from the explicit consideration of the retrieval effectiveness of individual search engines. The next section discusses related work. Section 3 describes our new approach to model search engine retrieval effectiveness. Section 4 explains our experimental methodology. Section 5 presents the experimental results and the corresponding discussion. Section 6 concludes.
PRIOR RESEARCH
There has been considerable research on the subproblems of federated search. We only survey the most related work with the new research in this paper.
Our research interest is uncooperative environments such as Web where resources provide basic services (e.g., running queries and returning documents), but do not provide other type of cooperation. In uncooperative environments, query-based sampling (QBS) [3] has been shown to acquire accurate unigram resource descriptions using a small number of queries (e.g., 75) and a small number of documents (e.g., 300). At the same time, the acquired documents by query-based sampling can be used to build a centralized sample database, which plays an important factor in estimating resource sizes [16] , making resource selection decision [15, 16, 18] and merging the results [17] .
There is a large body of prior research on resource selection [3, 7, 8, 15, 16, 18] . The CORI [3] and KL-divergence [20] resource selection algorithms have been the state-of-the-art for a long time. They model resources as big documents, and rank resources using the similarities between those big documents and user queries. Recent studies [16, 18] have shown that the "big document" resource selection algorithms are not directly designed to select resources that contain the largest number of relevant documents, and they do not work well in the environments of skewed resource sizes.
The decision-theoretic framework (DTF) [8, 15] and unified utility maximization (UUM) algorithm [18] turn away from the "big document" approach by explicitly maximizing the number of relevant documents contained in the selected resources. DTF requires a large amount of training data to build separate models for each resource to estimate the number of relevant documents that each resource contains. UUM is more practical than DTF because it builds a single model on the centralized sample database to estimate the probabilities of relevance of documents, and makes the single model serve as a bridge to connect individual resources in order to estimate the amount of relevant documents that each resource contains.
Furthermore, the UUM algorithm shows that high Precision (i.e., high precision of top ranked documents in the final list) should be the goal of resource selection for federated document retrieval systems. This is because that federated document retrieval systems only retrieve part of relevant documents (highPrecision) from each selected resource and merge the results into a single final list. UUM algorithm assumes that each resource is effective to return the documents that are most probable to be relevant. Empirical study [18] has shown that UUM algorithm acquires more accurate results than several other algorithms in the case when all search engines of resources are effective to return their relevant documents.
The last step of federated search is to merge ranked lists returned by selected resources. The results merging task of federated search is different from that of Meta-search as very little or even no overlap can be found among individual ranked lists. It is usually treated as a problem of transforming resourcespecific document scores into comparable resource-independent document scores. The Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) [17] results merging algorithm uses the documents acquired by query-based sampling as training data and uses linear regression to learn the resource-specific, query-specific merging model. Prior study has shown SSL to be effective to provide accurate merged list [17] . It is used as a part of the UUM framework [18] and also the new search in this paper.
Very little prior research addressed the issue of search engine retrieval effectiveness in federated search. Liu, et al., [13] showed how to estimate the parameters of similarity functions used by different search engines, but they assumed that similarity functions were of a known form (e.g., dot-product functions); many search engines don't satisfy that requirement. Neither did their work address the issue of how to model search engine retrieval effectiveness in resource selection.
It might be possible to model search engine retrieval effectiveness within the decision-theoretic framework (DTF) [8, 15] , but no work has been conducted yet. Furthermore, the attempt in this framework may also be hindered by the possible excessive requirement of human judgment data to estimate the amount of relevant documents that each resource contains, which has been discussed before.
The research of unified utility maximization [18] framework made an unrealistic assumption for real world applications that individual search engines are always effective to return their relevant documents. When such an assumption is not valid, it claims that the semi-supervised learning results merging algorithm can detect irrelevant documents returned by ineffective search engines so that the those results can be discarded and do not hurt the final ranked list. However, the key point is that the failure to consider the retrieval effectiveness of search engines has already damaged the overall accuracy in the resource selection phrase. If better method has been utilized in resource selection, it is possible to choose resources that can return more relevant documents for better final ranked list.
RETURNED UTILITY MAXIMIZATION METHOD
Federated search can be viewed as trying to maximize the utility of selected resources. Most prior research defined utility as the amount of relevant material contained in a resource. However, the utility required by users is defined by the amount of relevant material returned by the resource. If retrieval effectiveness of search engines is not considered, the utility model does not match the user's expectations. This motivates our new research:
The returned utility maximization method.
This section first presents how to measure search engine effectiveness; then briefly describes how to estimate the probabilities of relevance of all documents in federated search environments; and finally shows the optimization framework of returned utility maximization method to select the resources.
Measuring the Retrieval Effectiveness of Search Engines
There is no direct way to measure the retrieval effectiveness of search engines in uncooperative federated search environments. One could estimate the parameters of ranking functions when these functions can be assumed to have special forms [13] . However, this assumption is rarely true in real world applications, so we do not consider it here.
In this work, a new method is proposed to model search engine effectiveness in federated search by investigating how consistent are the ranked lists returned from the search engines with the lists generated by an effective centralized retrieval algorithm on the same set of documents. The intuition is that if a search engine tends to generate ranked lists which are consistent with those of a centralized retrieval algorithm, this search engine is probable to be effective, and vice versa.
One may argue that it is more appropriate to measure the effectiveness of search engines by evaluating their returned results with human relevance judgment. However, this requires human efforts to provide relevance judgment data for the search engine of each resource, which is an excessive amount of work when there are many search engines in the federated search environment. Instead, the results of an effective centralized retrieval algorithm in the federated search environment can be a reasonably good surrogate for the human relevant judgment data. The comparison between the results from individual search engines and the results generated by centralized retrieval algorithm can be conducted automatically without requiring human efforts. Similar idea of taking advantage of a centralized retrieval algorithm in federated search has been successfully utilized for resource selection [18] and results merging [17] .
The retrieval effectiveness profiles of search engines are built during the resource representation phase. The centralized sample database is created by all the sampled documents from querybased sampling. At the same time, an effective centralized retrieval algorithm (e.g., INQUERY [4] ) is applied on the centralized sample database with a small number of training queries. The training queries are also sent to search available resources. For each resource, some documents in the individual ranked lists (e.g., every fifth documents in the top 250 documents) are downloaded. Note that only some sample documents (e.g., one sample document for the block size of 5) are downloaded to reduce the communication cost. These documents are ranked by the centralized retrieval algorithm with the corpus statistics on the centralized sample database. For a particular ith search engine, a mapping is learned for each jth training query, which transforms the document rank in the list from this search engine to the document rank in the list generated by the centralized retrieval algorithm. Formally as:
where ij φ is the ranked list transformation of the jth training query for the ith resource, in the ranked list from the ith resource and d c (r 2 ) represents the r 2 th document in the ranked list generated by centralized retrieval algorithm. Equation (1) means that the r 1 th document in the ranked list of jth training query from the ith resource is mapped to the r 2 th document in the corresponding ranked list generated by the centralized retrieval algorithm. As a single sample document is used to represent a block of nearby documents in the ranked list, all the documents in this block are mapped to similar ranks by the centralized retrieval algorithm. All the learned transformations of different training queries for each search engine are collected together to build the retrieval effectiveness profile for this search engine. Formally, for a particular search engine of the ith resource, the profile is: { ,1 } ij j J φ ≤ ≤ , where there are altogether J transformations learned for the search engine. Those profiles will be utilized in the resource selection phase to estimate how many relevant documents in each resource are probable to be returned by the corresponding search engine.
Learning Probabilities of Relevance
As well as the retrieval effectiveness measure of search engines, the probabilities of relevance of all the documents across available resources should also be estimated to calculate the number of relevant documents that can be returned. A similar approach as that of unified utility maximization (UUM) [18] is used here. In resource representation, this method estimates a logistic model, which maps the centralized document scores (on centralized sample database) to the corresponding probabilities of relevance. In resource selection, for each particular resource this method first estimates the centralized document scores for all the documents in this resource, then maps the centralized document scores into the probabilities of relevance. We roughly describe this method; more detail can be referred to [18] .
In resource representation, a logistic model is built to transform the normalized centralized document scores (document scores divided by the maximum centralized document score for each query) to the probabilities of relevance. This is accomplished with a small number of training queries (e.g., 50) that require small amount of human relevant judgment (e.g., 100 documents for each query). The model can be expressed formally as: is the normalized centralized document score for this document, and a c and b c are the two parameters of the logistic model. Note that human judgment data is only required to build a single model on the centralized sample database, which is in contrast to the excessive amount of training data required by DTF to build separate models for different resources.
In resource selection, the centralized document scores for all documents in available resources are estimated. Specifically, for each resource, it is assumed that each of its sampled documents in the centralized sample database represents many unseen documents in the resource, which have similar centralized document scores. A non-parametric linear interpolation method is used to estimate the centralized document scores for all documents in the resource. Finally, by normalizing all the centralized document scores and applying the logistic model in Equation (2), a list of probabilities of relevance for all documents in this resource can be estimated as:
(where ^i db N is the estimated source size by Sample-Resample method [16] for the resource). Note that this list of probabilities is ranked in a decreasing manner of the centralized document scores. The documents, which are more probable to be relevant, are ranked at the top part. These steps are conducted for all resources and the probabilities of relevance of all documents across resources are acquired.
Returned Utility Maximization Method
For federated document retrieval systems, selected resources are searched and individual ranked lists are merged into a final list. Users hope to acquire the largest number of relevant documents in the final list. Therefore, the utility for federated document retrieval systems should be the amount of relevant documents returned from selected resources. Let d i denote the number of documents will be retrieved from the ith resource and
as the resource selection decision for all resources. Formally, the returned utility can be expressed by:
where the indicator function I(d i ) represents whether the ith resource is selected or not;
is the probability of relevance of the top-rth document returned from the database. It can be seen from Equation (3) that in order to calculate the returned utility, the probabilities of relevance for documents in the top part of ranked lists of individual resources should be provided, which it is not known. Section 3.2 describes a method to estimate the probabilities of relevance for documents in the ranked list on the centralized sample database (i.e.,
), which is generated by the centralized retrieval algorithm. There is a gap between them.
To bridge the gap, we take advantage of the retrieval effectiveness profile built for each search engine, which is described in Section 3.1. Specifically, in resource selection, it is assumed for the ith resource, the current user query has a probability P i (j) to have the same rank pattern from the individual search engine and the centralized retrieval algorithm as the jth training query. Then, the top ranked documents from the individual search engines can be mapped to their corresponding ranks from the centralized retrieval algorithm. This step is conducted for all resources with all training queries, and the returned utility can be estimated as:
This can be calculated with the lists of probabilities of relevance for all documents derived in Section 3.2. It is assumed that the rank behavior of each training query is equally probable. Two constraints are added that only a small number (N sdb ) of resources should be selected to retrieve a fixed number (N rdoc ) of documents. Then, the resource selection optimization problem can be formally expressed as: 
This problem can be easily solved by calculating the estimated returned utility from top ranked documents of each resource as:
Finally, the selection decision is made by selecting a few resources that contribute the largest amount of returned utility, and their returned results are merged with the SSL method [17] .
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
It is most desirable to evaluate federated search algorithms with real world applications. However, real world applications are usually short of relevance judgment data and it is difficult to obtain full control of different components of the systems (e.g., varying the retrieval algorithm of each resource). These difficulties prevent us to do thorough study with real world applications. Instead, an extensive set of experiments was designed in research environments to closely simulate real world applications such as [5] .
Testbed
Two types of data were used in this paper: TREC web collections and TREC news/government collections. Both of them have advantages and disadvantages to simulate real world federated search applications.
TREC Web collection WT10g [6, 12] provides a way to partition documents by different Web servers, which is consistent with that of Web resources. A relatively large number of resources (i.e., about 1,000)) can be created, which makes this testbed a good candidate to simulate large-scale federated search applications. However, two weakness of this testbed are: i) many resources contain small number of documents (about two thirds of resources contain less than 1,000 documents); ii) the contents of WT10g are built by arbitrarily crawling Web data. The characteristics are not consistent with those observed from the FedLemur (i.e., FedStats) project [5] , where most resources contain reasonable amount of documents (more than 1,000) with valuable topic-oriented contents (government agency statistics).
Another collection is the TREC news/government data [3, 15, 17, 18] . TREC news/government data are much more similar to the contents provided by valuable topic-orient resources than an arbitrary web page. By average, a resource in this collection contains thousands of documents, which is more realistic than that of the TREC Web collection. These characteristics make the TREC news/government data a better candidate to simulate the environment of domain-specific hidden Web or enterprise search. However, the TREC news/government collection is usually split into relatively small number (i.e., about 100) of resources by publication source and date, which does not well simulate federated search environments with large number of resources.
Specifically, three testbeds were used in this work: 
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Trec123-100col-bysource (Trec123): 100 collections were created from TREC CDs 1, 2 and 3. They are organized by source and publication date, and are somewhat heterogeneous. The sizes of the databases are not skewed.
Trec123-2ldb-62col ("representative"):
In order to reflect the skewed source size distribution of some real world applications such as FedLemur Projects [5] , two large resources were created by merging 20 small resources with round-robin method. Therefore, these two large resources tend to contain more relevant documents than the small resources.
These two testbeds were created from TREC news/government data. The detailed statistics of Trec123-100Col are shown in Table 1 . In order to make comparison with previous research [3, 15, 16, 18] , fifty TREC title queries (101-150) were used as training queries and another 50 queries (51-100) were used as test data. Specifically, in order to build the retrieval effectiveness profile for each search engine, training queries were sent to resources and the ranked lists of up to 10 queries (queries that return more than 250 documents) were utilized. This means that sample documents (every fifth) were downloaded and the centralized retrieval algorithm was applied on them to compare with the resource ranked lists and generate the retrieval effectiveness profiles as described in Section 3.2. The retrieval effectiveness profiles were used in resource selection, then the selected resources were searched and each selected resource returned 50 documents.
WT10g-934col ("WT10g"): 934 resources were obtained by dividing WT10g data into 11,485 collections by their URLs and selecting those that contain more than 300 documents. Detail is in Table 1 . The WT10g testbed was created from TREC Web data. TREC Web queries 451-550 were used on this testbed. The first set of fifty queries and the second set of fifty queries were used as training data and test data alternatively, and the final results were averaged by the two fold evaluation. As most of the resources on WT10g return short ranked lists because of their small sizes, the training queries that were used to create retrieval effectiveness profiles were only required to retrieve 50 documents. During testing, all selected resources returned 30 documents.
Search Engines
Multiple types of search engines were used in the experiments to reflect the characteristic of uncooperative environments. Three types of effective search engines used were: INQUERY [4] , a unigram statistical language mode with linear smoothing (the smooth parameter is set to be 0.5) [19] and a TFIDF retrieval algorithm [2] with "ltc" weighting [2, 11] .
Three types of ineffective retrieval algorithms were introduced in the experiments. Specifically, an extended Boolean retrieval algorithm [1] , which adds up the term frequencies of matched query terms without considering idf factor; a unigram language model with bad linear smoothing parameter [19] , which is set to be 0.99 that bias towards the corpus language model; and an INQUERY retrieval algorithm [4] with added random noise to the original retrieval scores, where the random noise ranges from 0 to 0.3 and the original scores range from 0.4 to 1.
To give more insight of how effective are these retrieval algorithms, two sets of federated search experiments were conducted on the Trec123 and WT10g testbeds. All the search engines were assigned a single type of retrieval algorithm. 5 resources and 20 resources were selected by UUM algorithm. The results are shown in Tables 2 and 3 . It can be seen that the three effective retrieval algorithms acquire much more accurate results than the three ineffective algorithms on both two testbeds. The extended Boolean retrieval algorithm seems to be even less effective than the other two ineffective algorithms.
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
An extensive set of experiments were conducted to address the following three questions: 1) How does the new returned utility maximization (RUM) method work in the federated search environment that contains ineffective search engines? Experiments were conducted to compare the RUM method with the state-of-the-art CORI and unified utility maximization (UUM) methods that do not consider retrieval effectiveness of search engines in the case when one third of search engines are ineffective.
2) What is the behavior of the RUM method in federated search environments with different proportions of ineffective search engines? Experiments were conducted to show the behavior of Table 3 . Precision on the WT10g testbed when 20 resources were selected. The same retrieval algorithms described in Table 2 were used. the RUM method in the case when all search engines are effective and in the case when two third of search engines are ineffective.
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3) Does the RUM method really favor the effective search engines and disfavor ineffective search engines? Experiments were conducted to study how often the resources with different types of retrieval algorithm are selected.
Retrieval Results with One Third Ineffective Search Engines
One third of the resources on the three testbeds of Trec123, representative and WT10g were assigned ineffective search engines with a round-robin manner. Particularly, one large source of representative testbed was assigned the extended Boolean retrieval algorithm, while the other large source was assigned SMART search engine. The results on these three testbeds are shown in Tables 4, 5 and 6 respectively. Results of RUM method in bold typeface are significantly better than corresponding UUM method (paired Wilcoxon test at p=0.05).
It can be seen from Table 4 that the RUM method acquired a substantial improvement than the UUM method on the Trec123 testbed. For the representative testbed, the results in Table 5 show that RUM method is still better than UUM. However, the advantage of the RUM method on the representative testbed is smaller than that on the Trec123 testbed. More detailed analysis shows that as the two large resources on the representative testbed contain more relevant documents than small resources, RUM method still favors the two large resources than other small resources as the same behavior with UUM. Therefore, when relatively more resources (e.g., 5) were selected, the overlap in the resources selected by RUM and UUM was getting larger and larger and these two methods tend to generate similar results. When fewer resources (e.g., 3) were selected on the representative testbed, which was not shown due to space limit, the advantage of RUM over UUM is larger (about 10%).
The results on WT10g testbed are shown in Table 6 . The results of the RUM method are better than those of the UUM method, which is satisfactory. One observation that can be seen by comparing Tables 4 and 6 is that by average the advantage of the RUM method over UUM is lower on the WT10g testbed than that on the Trec123 testbed. This can be attributed to the different characteristics of the two testbeds. WT10g contains much more small size resources (totally 625 out of 934 resources contain less than 1,000 documents) than Trec123 (3 out of 100 resources contain less than 1,000 documents). Small resources tend to return shorter ranked lists than large resources.
In RUM, resources are ranked by their estimated returned utilities of Equation (6). To calculate the returned utility of a top ranked document in each resource, its estimated centralized ranks are first obtained from the rank patterns of training queries; then the utility of this document is calculated by averaging the probabilities of relevance of documents with the estimated centralized ranks. For most training queries, small size resources return short ranked lists and the rank transformations always map top ranked documents in the resources to high centralized ranks. Therefore, the rank transformation may be less effective in estimating the retrieval effectiveness of search engines for small resources than large resources. However, in real world applications, most resources can be expected to contain reasonable amount of documents (e.g., several thousands) as observed in [5] . So more notable improvement by RUM over UUM can be expected like that on the Trec123 testbed.
Retrieval Results with Different Amount of Ineffective Search Engines
To further investigate the behavior of the RUM method and other algorithms, experiments were conducted to compare the algorithms in the federated search environments with different amount of ineffective search engines.
The first set of experiments was conducted when all the search engines are the three types of effective retrieval algorithms (INQUERY, LM and SMART). The three search engines were assigned to the resources on different testbeds with a roundrobin manner. This is exactly the same setting as that in prior research [16, 18] . The results are shown in Tables 7-9 . It can be seen that the CORI algorithm was not as effective as the UUM algorithm, which is consistent with previous research [18] . The advantage of the UUM algorithm over the CORI algorithm is larger on this set of experiments than those when some search engines are not effective (Tables 4-6, Tables 10-12) , which is also consistent with our expectation that the assumption of the UUM algorithm is correct in this case as the search engines are relatively effective to return their relevant documents. It can be seen that the RUM method is at least as good as UUM in all cases of this set of experiments. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the RUM method when all search engines in federated search environment are relatively effective. The second set of experiments was designed to make two thirds of search engines choose ineffective retrieval algorithms. All the search engines were assigned ineffective retrieval algorithms with a round-robin manner. The results are shown in Tables 10-12 . It can be observed that the RUM method outperformed the UUM method substantially on all the three testbeds. The advantage of the RUM method over the UUM method is larger than that when one third search engines are ineffective, which is consistent with our imagination as the power of RUM to detect ineffective search engines is more substantial when there exist more and more ineffective search engines.
Study the Search Engines Selected by RUM Method
One interesting set of experiment, which provides more insight of the behavior of RUM method, is to study the percentage of selected resources with different retrieval algorithms.
Two sets of experiments were conducted on TREC 123 and WT10g, where one third of the search engines were assigned ineffective retrieval algorithms and 5 or 20 resources were selected respectively. The results are shown in Tables 13 and 14 .
As the effective search engines were assigned to twice as many resources as ineffective search engines, the UUM algorithm selects effective search engines roughly twice as frequent as ineffective search engines (not exactly due to data variance). It can be observed from the results that the RUM method really favors the effective search engines and disfavors ineffective search engines than the UUM method, which is exactly the same as what we have expected. At the same time, it can be noted that the UUM method is more powerful to detect ineffective search engines on the Trec123 testbed than on the WT10g testbed. The analysis of this behavior is discussed in Section 5.1.
CONCLUSION
Federated search has been a hot research topic for a decade. As more and more real world applications appear, federated search is turning from a cool research topic to a practical tool. One important problem exists in operational federated search applications is the existence of ineffective search engines in federated search environments. This problem is very serious as the selected resources with ineffective search engines usually return much fewer relevant documents than what have been expected. This problem has been observed in previous research [5, 13, 18] . However, only partial solutions have been discussed to detect retrieval effectiveness of search engines of limited types [13] or to alleviate the damage of selecting resources with ineffective search engines by disfavoring their returned documents in results merging [18] .
This paper proposes a new algorithm to detect the retrieval effectiveness of search engines and incorporate these statistics into a resource selection optimization framework to maximize the amount of returned utility. This is different fundamentally from all previous federated research which tried to maximize the utility that is contained in selected resources. As far as we know, this is the first work to incorporate the factor of retrieval effectiveness of search engines into the task of federated search.
Specifically, this paper proposes to measure the effectiveness of search engines by investigating how consistent are the ranked Table 7 . Precision on the trec123-100col-bysource testbed when 5 resources were selected. All the search engines were assigned with relatively effective retrieval algorithms. lists returned from the search engines with those lists generated by an effective centralized retrieval algorithm. Thus, the retrieval effectiveness profiles of search engines can be built automatically without requiring large amount of human efforts. Then, the probabilities of relevance of all documents across resources can be estimated and the returned utility maximization method is used to select the desired set of resources that can return the largest amount of relevant documents.
Extensive sets of empirical study have been conducted on several testbeds that closely simulate real world applications. The results have shown the new RUM method is always better than the well-known CORI method. It provides more accurate results than the unified utility maximization method when some search engines are not effective, and is at least as good as UUM when all the search engines are effective. Careful analysis shows that the power of the RUM method comes from favoring resources with effective search engines and disfavoring resources with ineffective search engines.
The research problem of studying retrieval effectiveness of search engines in federated search is a very practical topic. The work reported in this paper detects retrieval effectiveness of search engines with automatic and efficient method. It incorporates retrieval effectiveness of search engines into a formalized returned utility maximization framework and can acquire good empirical results. This work represents the first step in this direction, which is very important in order to apply federated search research into real world applications.
